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1 Motivation
The maximum size, the shapes and the size-distribution of natural aggregates within the mortar matrix
significantly influence the behaviour of concrete structures. Correlations between maximum aggregate
size and tensile strength, as well as fracture energy have been confirmed and quantified by experiments
in Van Mier [6]. Furthermore it is obvious, that sharp edged aggregate shapes cause higher local stress
concentrations than compact smooth shapes. Consequently crack initiation and crack propagation
also depend on the particle shapes. The size-distribution of aggregates determines the compactibility
and highest local density of particles. For reliable prediction of the structural behaviour and damage
evolution of concrete, these local effects caused by the particles are included into the computational
structural analysis.
2 The Geometrical Model
Independent of a numerical discretization an adequate geometrical inclusion-matrix model of concrete
is created. Therefore particle shapes, particle size distribution functions, the generation of particle
arrangements and simulation aspects are considered.
2.1 Particle Shapes
The natural aggregates significantly influence the local stress distribution on the mesoscopic level.
Cracks initiate and propagate on this length scale within the most often weaker matrix material. The
shape of the inclusions has an effect on the local stresses and therewith influences the crack path.
However, cracking of the natural aggregates is also observed and should be included with respect to
the corresponding particle strength properties. It is obvious, that a two-dimensional formulation of the
inclusions can not represent the real three-dimensional situation. Nebertheless as a first step ellipses
where considered, which have the advantage of a very simple formulation and allow for a closed form
analysis. The general ellipse is described by five independent parameters: the radii r1 and r2, the
center coordinates cx and cy, and the rotation angle α (Fig. 1). Translation and rotation of the basic
ellipse equation (
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Figure 1: Geometry, parameters and bounding
box of the general ellipse
Figure 2: Particles shapes generated by adding
sinus functions on ellipsoid
Figure 3: Shapes of the polynomial function with
exponent n=5, 2 and 0.7
Figure 4: Incremental addition of sinus functions
on polynomial function (n=2)
with a corresponding parameter set of c1 . . . c5. Whereas the first parameter set is useful to control the
volume and fast approximation of location the latter ones are used for an accurate seperation check.
Correspondingly there are nine parameters for the ellipsoid: r1, r2, r3, cx, cy, cz, the Eulerian angles
θ, ψ, φ, and the following polynomial function:
c1x
2 + c2y
2 + c3z
2 + c4xy + c5xz + c6yz + c7x+ c8y + c9z + 1 = 0 (3)
A disadvantage of the ellipse is, that with their ideally smooth shape stress concentrations at angular
surfaces of the real material are neglected. A more general formulation of the basic ellipsoid function
by varying the exponent allows for several different shapes and is demonstrated by Zohdi [9],∣∣∣∣ xr1
∣∣∣∣n + ∣∣∣∣ yr2
∣∣∣∣n + ∣∣∣∣ zr3
∣∣∣∣n − 1 = 0 (4)
but still appears to be restrictive (Fig. 3). Koensler [3] assembles results from Krumbein and Sloss,
who analyze and categorize shapes of natural aggregates in terms of sphericity and angularity, as
well as from Russel, Taylor and Pettijohn, who differentiate among angular, subangular, subrounded,
rounded and well rounded aggregates. The intuitive extension of the polynomial formulation (Eq. 1)
by a sum of sine functions Fi of varying periodic repetitions pi ∈ N, particle size scaled amplitude Ai
and an initial value ei for rotation theoretically allows for a wide variety of shapes (Fig. 4, top):
Fi = Ai · sin(arctan
(y
x
)
· pi + ei) (5)
The terms Fi can also be applied to Equation 4 (Fig. 4, bot.) and further be transfered to three dimen-
sional coordinates (Fig. 2). However, in further research it is useful to develope a statistical description
of these parameters meeting the different categories and translate them to practical terms as rounded,
angular, cubical shaped and laminated. Within the framework of Revitalization of Buildings1 it is use-
ful to identify the shape parameters of the existing mesoscale geometry by analyzing section surfaces
or using non-destructive techniques.
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2.2 The Generation of a Two-Dimensional Inclusion-Matrix Model
The use of a two-dimensional inclusion-matrix model to predict the structural response of concrete
is rather questionable and it is even not clear, if it should either represent an arbitrary section of the
three-dimensional body or a designed particle size distribution mapped onto a plane. Furthermore the
volume fraction of aggregates can not directly be transfered from three to two dimensions. Besides
it might still be useful for some applications, it is well suitable as working model for developing the
principle algorithm and the following conclusions were drawn:
- It is useful to generate the complete set of particles up to the required volume fraction by
Monte-Carlo Simulation on the inverse cumulative particle size distribution function in advance
to assure a consistent representation of particle sizes.
- For randomly finding valid particle positions, sorting all particles by size and starting with
the largest particle to be located in the domain drastically improves simulation efficiency and
supports a successful particle packing result (Fig. 5)
- It is useful, to combine very fast seperation checks of particles, like partitioning into subdomains
or just comparing bounding boxes of particles, with accurate seperation checks based on a
analytical formulation or based on a numerical scan algorithm of the surfaces in the region of
overlapping bounding boxes. The latter one then can also be applied to arbitrary particle shapes
on the condition that reasonable tight bounding boxes have been determined in advance.
2.3 A Heuristic Compaction Algorithm (2D)
For achieving very dense particle arrangements an additional compaction algorithm was introduced,
which results from the imagination of shaking the domain. Based on a globally adapting step size all
particles are at once tested for an incremental movement either to the right, to the left, up or down,
always given a random, particle individual direction variance of up to 45 degrees. Compaction is then
achieved by a higher repetition of the sequence towards the prefered direction (e.g. down). Here al-
ways dependant on the next sequence the particles are sorted by coordinates for a higher mobility
towards the next direction. The global movement stepsize is increased if more than a certain percent-
age (e.g. 80%) of particles were able to move, or decreased if these were less than a certain limit
(e.g. 20%). It is considered as advantageous that this algorithm forces to pack the particles tighter,
without necessarily pushing them towards contact. Unequal distributions can be compensated by ran-
Figure 5: Sample extract of 100
inclusions (Vol. 54.4%)
Figure 6: Sample extract of 65
inclusions (Vol. 37.9%)
Figure 7: Inclusions of Fig. 6
after 60 iterations of com-
paction
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Figure 8: Fuller’s curve and limiting grading curves in accordance with DIN 1045. Table: Number
of particles in 1.36 kg aggregates for a 0.1 · 0.1 · 0.1 m3 concrete cube designed after Fuller’s curve
(assuming 70% aggregate volume fraction and ρ = 2400 kg
m3
aggregate density.)
domly applying sequences of different directions. This algorithm is heuristic, but shows a reasonable
convergence and result for our example (Fig. 6, 7).
2.4 Particle Size Distribution and Volume Fraction
Generally the natural aggregates occupy between 60 and 90% of the total concrete volume [4]. The
well known particle size distribution functions of concrete includes particle sizes between 0.125 and
16 (32 or 64) millimeters (Fig. 8). A particle size distribution curve for optimal packing of spherical
shapes was developed by Fuller, which also lies in the proposed area in between the limiting grading
curves A32 and B32 of DIN 1045. In practice concrete is most often designed after Fuller’s curve
for achieving the highest density and strength, as well as low segregation and good workability [3].
As the size scale of considerable mass ranges over two dimensions, a logarithmic scale is applied
on the ordinate. The gradient of the cumulative distribution function is larger at small sizes, which
is indicated by the relative mass density curve (not scaled) in the diagram (Fig. 8). Using Fuller’s
curve as example shows that the masses of the smallest and the largest particle lie within comparable
ranges. Assuming equal density and dividing by the diameter related spherical volume, illustrates,
that the number of small particles is far beyond the number of large particles. Based on an ideal
representation the statistics for the particle number within a given volume can be evaluated, which is
in the following shown by Fuller’s curve, as cumulative distribution function of mass with respect to
particle size x (here diameter of sphere) and maximum aggregate size Dmax:
Φm%(x) = 100 ·
(
x
Dmax
)0.5
[%] (6)
Assuming a constant density ρ leads to a cumulative volume distribution ΦV up to Vtotal and a corre-
sponding gradient ϕV
ΦV (x) = Vtotal ·
(
x
Dmax
)0.5 [
m3
] (7)
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ϕV (x) =
dΦV (x)
dx
=
0.5 · Vtotal
D0.5max · x0.5
(8)
In the differential interval of [x,x + dx] the increments of particle number and volume follow the
condition:
ϕV (x)dx = ϕN(x)dx · V (x) (9)
Introducing the inclusion volume as V (x) = 4
3
(
x
2
)3
pi (sphere) and assuming homogeneous density
Vtotal =
mtotal
ρ
leads to the particle number gradient ϕN
ϕN(x) =
ϕV (x)
V (x)
=
3 ·mtotal
D0.5max · x3.5 · ρ · pi
(10)
Therewith the cumulative particle number from a lower boundary x1 up to x, denoted as ΦN(x), and
the number of particles within the range of [x1;x2], denoted as N [x1;x2], can be written as:
ΦN(x) =
∫ x
x1
ϕN(z)dz =
[ −1.2 ·mtotal
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]x
x1
(11)
N [x1;x2] =
1.2 ·mtotal
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(
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− 1
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)
(12)
As a defect of Fuller’s curve the lower boundary x1 of particle size should not be zero, as this leads
to a infinite number of particles. For practical purpose the smallest reasonable value most probably is
0.125mm. Nevertheless, assuming an ideal representation of the given distribution the integral exactly
determines the number of particles within the range [x1, x2] and therewith it can be used to define a
cumulative distribution function Φ[0;1]N for the particle number in the interval [x1;x2]
Φ
[0;1]
N (x) =
ΦN(x)
N [x1;x2]
=
1
x2.51
− 1
x2.5
1
x2.51
− 1
x2.52
(13)
The inverse formulation can be used to generate particles within the range of [x1;x2] according to
Fuller’s curve by applying uniform distributed random numbers of the interval [0; 1] to Φ[0;1]N
x
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2.5 The Generation of a Three-Dimensional Inclusion-Matrix Model
For computational performance of creating the geometry and due to a computational restriction of
resolution in the finite analysis, it is clear that a threshold value for the diameter has to be chosen,
below which particles will not be generated. The effective volume fraction for a certain particle size
intervall within a given concrete volume is evaluated by the product of the volume fraction within the
distribution function and the total volume fraction of aggregates. Figure 9 shows a random arrange-
ment of particles according to the table attached to Figure 8 for particles with diameters larger than
8mm. For achieving an adequate volume ratio of aggregates in this case the number of particles (38
and 215) was controlled, which lead to effective volume fractions in the intervals of 13.6% : [8; 16]
and 19.4% : [16; 32] compared to a theoretical mean value of 20.8% · 0.7 = 14.6% : [8; 16] and
29.3% · 0.7 = 20.51% : [16; 32] (for larger sample sizes convergence towards the expected mean value
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Figure 9: Particle configurations corresponding to Fuller’s curve of Fig. 8: 38 particles of fraction
16-32mm, 215 particles of fraction 8-16mm and the combination of 253 particles.
was verified). In general controlling the mass rather than the number of particles is proposed and con-
sidered to be more descriptive. However, this demonstrates that the different fractions of particle sizes
can be generated seperately from each other and that this concept can be adapted to other particle size
distributions without the need of finding a closed form formulation over the complete particle size
range. In practice, without gaining more data about the distribution within a certain fraction (between
two sieve sizes), an adequate assumption has to be drawn and therefore Fuller’s distribution appears
to be reasonable. For a total aggregate volume of 70% the shown configuration was generated without
the need of a compaction algorithm. This can be interpreted as a consequence of the ideal sieve curve,
which indicates a relativly low ratio of large particles. The particles are graded by size such that in any
random arrangement a dense packing can be achieved and the smaller particles can fill up the space in
between the greater particles. Furtermore it is remarked and comprehensible, that there is a size effect
when positioning particles within a restrictive box in terms of a relatively higher location of small
particles along the boundaries depending on the box size. At next the concept has been extended for
generating ellipsoidal shapes. The check of seperation of two ellipsoids is a demanding task and still
an actual research object regarding efficiency. An appropriate recent theory [7] based on an algebraic
condition has currently been integrated into our simulation.
2.6 Physical Properties
The geometrical arrangement as well as the physical properties of concrete are of stochastic nature.
While reducing the length scale, the variances of local arrangements of different cutouts increase.
Whereas homogenized mean values for the physical properties are used for analyzing the macroscopic
behaviour, simulating on the mesoscale requires to account for the physical properties of the particular
components. For a standard mixture of concrete Beyer [1] presents the parameters given in Table 1 and
besides moreover illustrates the mechanical behaviour of concrete as two-component system on the
mesoscale. Some statistics for the tensile strength of natural aggregates were observed by experiments
Compressive Strength [N/mm2] Elastic modulus [kN/mm2]
Aggregates (Quartz) 250 60
Cement stone (w/c=0.5) 25 10
Concrete B25 (DIN 1045) 30 35
Table 1: Comparison of physical properties
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of a study project at Bauhaus-University Weimar [8].
As in the presented examples all particles smaller than 8mm were not modeled, the heterogeneous
mortar matrix is not well presented by plain cement properties, but is ideally evaluated from ho-
mogenization of the mixture of small particles and cement. As assumption in the following numerical
analysis on the defined geometries a ratio of 2 is used for the elastic moduli of inclusion and of matrix.
Concluding, a significant heterogeneous character of the geometry and physical properties is stated,
which will also reflect in the mechanical analysis of the structure.
3 Finite Element Analysis of Defined Geometry
For a numerical analysis this geometrical model can be transformed into points, lines and areas, and
translated to finite element codes, which offer the option of automatic mesh generation or more ambi-
tious an own mesh generator can be designed for this problem. But whenever leaving sample sizes and
modelling all surfaces of all particles, this results in many degrees of freedom and quickly leads to the
limit of computation capacity. An alternative has been introduced by Zohdi and Wriggers [10], who
use quadratic or cubic meshes to analyse random heterogeneous materials. Following this idea the ge-
ometry of the whole concrete structure is meshed by a uniform grid of finite elements Fig. 10-14 [2].
The different material properties are considered at each integration point by referencing the corre-
sponding position of the geometrical model. Increasing the number of integration points leads to a
higher resolution and a better representation of the heterogeneous material without increasing the
number of unknowns of the finite element problem. Numerical singular corner points do not occur,
as all particles’ edges are smoothed through the integration points within the elements. And although
not each small particle is included by any integration point the finite element response leads to a
macroscopically representative solution for the linear case. This concept of modelling heterogeneous
materials is clear in understanding, implementation and use.
Figure 10: Strain xx. Topology of 50x50 elements on square length of 100mm (a), 50mm (b) and
25mm (c) for a constant, external applied tension in x-direction.
Figure 11: Mises-Stress in ele-
ments of Fig. 10b.
Figure 12: Stress σxx in inte-
gration points of Fig. 10b.
Figure 13: Stress σxx in inte-
gration points of Fig. 10c.
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Figure 14: Extracted mesoscale geometry of 0.05 · 0.05 · 0.05m3 from the center of the cube shown in
Fig. 9 of particle size intervall 8-32mm and corresponding strains xx for a constant, external applied
tension in x-direction.
4 Analysis on Multiple Scales
On regions of special interest a finer mesh is used for receiving more accurate answers about the local
stress distributions. A first study of compact smooth shaped particles in a matrix showed, that for a
macroscopically constant stress distribution the local stresses within the particles also only slightly
vary, whereas they cause highly non-linear stresses in adjacent regions. This localized stresses within
the matrix can not be detected in general by the coarse mesh of the complete geometry. However
the average stress of each particle is assumed to be a good indicator where maximum stresses in the
matrix occur. For the analysis of this region one or a patch of elements is replaced by a dimension-
ally finer, uniform mesh which is bounded by consistent displacement boundary conditions of the
macroscopic model’s response. Therewith a more exact analysis of the local stresses is established.
Cracks can be identified and considered by just removing (or namely reducing the elastic modulus
near to zero) of such small elements taking into account regularization techniques. By introducing ad-
equate constraints the resulting effective stiffness of the former, large element is evaluated. Thereby
the compatibility requirements are softened, as an edge which is crossed by a crack can no longer be
described by shape function like polynomials and resisting on this would just unintentionally stiffen
the element again. Consequently the crack remains sharp for the global effect and it is expected, that
neighbour elements automatically adapt to each other in further iterations, as the geometrical model
remains continuous and includes all previously calculated cracks.
5 Conclusions
The described concept has been established as a first prototype for the multiscale analysis of concrete
based on a geometrical inclusion-matrix model. The geometrical model itself can further be adapted
to better meet real constellations within concrete by fitting other algebraic formulations on analysed
data of the heterogeneous structure. Better indicators and predictors of crack propagation can be in-
troduced. Different analysis types are possible at different scales, as for example particle models, truss
models [5] or inclusions with surrounded contact elements. Also the coupling of the different scales
has not been completely solved. Regarding efficiency an iterative Domain Decomposition Solver can
be included for uniform meshes as proposed in Ref. [11]. Besides just seeking for most efficient
stand-alone algorithms the multiscale approach also requires that all algorithms match best with each
other for achieving the best results at a certain time. Further enhancements will be subject of our
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future research on this topic, whereas an adequate geometrical model of concrete is one of the basic
approaches for a mesh independent multiscale analysis.
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